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citrant elements. After that there was the necessary restoration
of the finances and resumption of ordinary economic activity,
again to be forced on any obstructive minority. And then, after
that, the real policy would have its chance, for unless surrender
and financial rehabilitation were merely clearing of the ground
they would be in vain. The situation created by these measures
would be both difficult and dangerous; if it could not be used
politically chaos would result. Having shown his power he pro-
posed to abandon the silly ineffective policy of partial fulfilment
and the permission of partial resistance, of chicanery, compromise,
and helplessness for a straightforward policy of fulfilment, a policy
which if it would not be comprehensible to all Germans, would,,
at least, be understood by Allied statesmen. He did not propose
indeed to fulfil the ipsissima verba of the Versailles Treaty because
from the ipsissima verba clarity and definitencss were lacking. He
proposed to ask the Allies what they wanted now and., having
accepted a basis of international agreement, make it the basis
of German policy. It was not surrender in the widest sense though
it began with a surrender, for he had grasped the truth that had
chased elusively through the minds of several of his predecessors
that a policy of fulfilment skilfully carried out was in effect a
policy of revision. He did not stress that aspect of it; he presented
to his countrymen definite issues based on a formula that was
not rigid but something living, something capable of infinite
evolution as it was carried out along an indefinite path to a definite
goal, the restoration of Germany to her rightful place among the
peoples of the world.
It was that policy which he outlined now to his countrymen
caring little whether they understood all its implications or not.
He stood practically alone with no assets but clear conviction
and indomitable courage. Fortune as it always does favoured the
bold. Almost without his asking for it, the parties rallied to him
on the basis suggested. He could not bend the Nationalists; they
were too busy riding the hobby horse of their own vanity to the
crash their frivolity had earned, but the Socialists, separated from
him by a much more formidable gulf, gave him a support on
which he can hardly have counted. They entered his cabinet

